Facility Name: Coral Tree Inn
Facility Type: Resort
Facility Address: 166-172 Grafton St, Cairns
Phone: 07 4031 3744 – within Australia
+61 7 4031 3744 – International
Fax:

07 4031 3064 – within Australia
+61 7 4031 3064 – International

Email:

reservations@coraltreeinn.com

Web:

www.coraltreeinn.com.au

Room numbers: two accessible rooms no interconnecting rooms
Parking:
There are no designated accessible parking bays, ample room is provided for
drop offs under cover immediately in front of reception.
Entry into reception
Entry into reception is through a double manual door with a 40mm threshold
lip. The door may be difficult for some guests but staff will assist with the door
on arrival.
Reception is a large tiled level area with ample seating. The reception counter
does not have a lowered section for wheel chairs but staff will assist guests if
required.
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Access to public areas
The resort has good wide paths that lead from the reception area to the resort
BBQ area, pool and to the adjoining dining room.

There is a 40mm threshold lip from the pool area leading into the dining room.
Entry into the dining room from reception is level access and the door is very
light and easy to push.
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Accommodation:
The accessible guest rooms are on level access with no steps or sills. The
door handles are D style levers and the door widths are 760mm.
Room furniture can be moved to suit the guest’s requirements, just notify staff
when booking.
The bed room has one double bed and one single bed, there is ample room to
move around it or it can be moved easily to allow greater room to one side.
Under bed clearance is 130mm and the height to the top of bed is 640mm.

There is no writing desk in the room. There is a coffee/tea making facility and
small bar fridge underneath. The TV can be controlled by remote from the
bed. The air conditioner does not operate off a remote and the controls may
be out of reach for some guests. Staff will assist with the air conditioner if
required. The height of the cupboard clothes rail is 1430mm above the floor.
The room balcony has a sliding door track to negotiate and may not be
accessible to all guests.
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Sanitary Facilities:
Entry into the accessible shower and toilet is through a 780mm door. The
facility is a combined toilet and shower with a dimension of 2695mm long by
2390mm wide. The shower is hob less and easily accessible.
Grab rails are fitted to the toilets and are mounted 810mm from the floor to top
of grab rail.
Shower is fitted with a fold down seat that is 900mm long by 360 wide and
480mm from floor to top of seat. There is a horizontal and vertical grab rail
fitted and the shower has a long lever flick mix tap.
The toilet is fitted with grab rails and is located next to the shower with ample
clear space. The sink is located 1250mm from the toilet allowing clear
circulation.
Clearance to the under side of the sink is 620mm with a top height of 770mm.
The base of the mirror from floor is 1040mm.
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General:
Staff are very friendly and will assist with baggage if required.
Assistance dogs are welcome on the premises.
The resort is located next door to the 24hr medical centre and pharmacy. It is
a short stroll from the resort to the CBD and you will find many great
restaurants located along the esplanade and within the CBD as well as great
shopping.

